RISHIKESH TOUR PACKAGE
Starting From :Rs.:5999 Per Person

3 Days / 2 Nights
RISHIKESH

..........

Package Description
RISHIKESH TOUR PACKAGE
RISHIKESH is holly place near Haridwar . MAA ganga lives here give the live to all in Ganga
Lehar you can enjoy lot the rafting activitiy with this package . This is total of adventure when you
come accross with rafting with our professionals who have lot of experience in RAFTING .
..........

Itinerary
Day.1
Arrive Rishikesh .
Arrive Rishikesh on own . Check into Camp. Rest of day is free on own . In evening , enjoy bonfire
near ganga beach with music . Dinner at on spot . Overnight stay .
Meals:Dinner
Optional: NA

Day.2
Rishikesh - Rafting
Morning after breakfast , You have guide to do the activitiy with all the swings in Ganga called
Rafting . which start from Shivpuri for streach on 12 Hrs . Arrive back to Tent . Day on own free .
Dinner on spot with music with live DJ .
Meals:Breakfast and dinner
Optional: Local sightseeing

Day.3
Rishikesh depart
Morning after breakfast , check out proper with all memories . You can take the bath in ganga
before depart on own .
Meals:Breakfast
Optional: Local sightseeing
..........

Inclusions
*Accommodation on double sharing basis in Camp.
*Daily breakfast & dinner at Hotel.
*River Rafting.
*All Accommodation Taxes .
*All transfers and tour on sharing basis .
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Exclusions
*Local sightseeing .
*Any meals other than specified in inclusions..
*Anything not mentioned in Inclusions..
..........

Hotel Details & Price
Hotel Name

Camp Feel Factor

Star

3

Twin Sharing

Rs.3,000

Child With Bed

Rs.2,800

Child Without Bed

Rs.2,000

..........

Highlights
*RISHIKESH TOUR PACKAGE.
..........

Sightseeing
GANGA RAFTING
GANGA RAFTING

..........

Terms & Conditions
*Rates may be change due to high peak season .
*Confirmation as per availability .
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